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   Plant Structure 
 

Track 14 – Disc 1

 
Intro 
Let's talk about plant structure, ha 
Let's talk about plant structure 
This is the plant structure 
 
Verse 1 
Uh, just like me and you 
Ah, it's the truth  
That plant's are living organisms too 
They have one or more cells  
And grow out of the ground 
It seems simple  
But there's a lot going down 
The purpose of a cell is to organize 
The shape doesn’t matter  
And neither does the size 
And when the cells work hard  
Like a hard drive  
It makes it easy  
For an organism to survive 
Plant cells are different  
Than animal cells are 
They're surrounded by a cell wall  
That’s rigid and hard 
A cellular fiber called cellulose 
Helps shape and support  
How the cell will grow 
Within each and every cell  
Lies organelles 
With a very special function  
To show and tell 
All of the many organelles work well  
Together to produce a functioning cell 
 
The nucleus controls all of the activities 
Like how to grow and when to split  
I hope you’re feeling me 
It contains the DNA of gene information 
Makes all the right moves  
For each cell occasion 

The ribosomes obtain a code 
In the D-N-A of the nucleus so 
They can build up proteins to be used 
With the one and only nucleolus 
Now take it in, nutrients  
Break them down 
And begin to create energy now 
It even has it's own strand of DNA  
We call this mitochon-D-R-I-A, hey 
 
Now the organelles all have a friend, uh 
It's the jelly-like substance  
That lies within 
The nucleus and plasma membrane 
And acts as a place  
Where cells can maintain 
Yes, this cytoplasm  
Mostly made of water  
Holds the organelles  
Like a father holding his daughter  
Inside the cytoplasm of a cell we find 
A central vacuole which stores all kinds 
Of food and sometimes even waste 
And pushes water  
To give plants a shape 
 
The endoplasmic reticulum  
Are both rough and smooth  
As a rule of thumb, uh 
And communicate with the cytoplasm  
And the nucleus to get the job done 
Yeah, digesting fats 
Protein and synthesizing 
It's all in the routine for daily grinding 
When the Golgi Complex  
Can specialize in 
Protein preparation  
To further tie it in, man 
While chloroplasts convert from sunlight 
Energy into oxygen and I’m done! 

 
 
  
 


